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Abstract13

Cloud fractions were observed during research cruises onboard the research14

vessel (R/V) Shirase between Japan and Antarctica using a whole-sky cam-15

era and a ceilometer. The cruises, Japanese Antarctic Research Expeditions16

(JARE) 55 and 56, took place from November 2013 to April 2014 and17

November 2014 to April 2015, respectively. Cloud fractions were estimated18

from the whole-sky camera based on the sky brightness and spectral char-19

acteristics, while the ceilometer recorded the cloud occurrence frequency.20

According to the comparison of daily-averaged cloud fractions from the21

whole-sky camera with the ceilometer observations over the open ocean be-22

tween Japan and Antarctica, the correlation coefficients were 0.87 and 0.9323

for JARE 55 and 56, respectively. Overall, the results from both obser-24

vation methods were consistent over the open ocean. Nevertheless, it was25

necessary to take surface conditions into consideration, particularly for the26

estimated cloud fractions from the whole-sky camera, because the contrast27

in brightness and spectral properties between cloudy and clear skies was28

lower over the sea ice region, owing to the higher surface albedo. Hence,29

the classification parameter was expressed as a function of sun elevation30

over the sea ice region in this study. This parameter was determined from31

part of the data over the sea ice region during JARE 55 and then applied32

to JARE 56 as well as to remaining data from JARE 55. As a result, the33
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daily-averaged cloud fractions over the sea ice region were approximately34

84% and 57% from JARE 55 and 56, respectively. The daily-averaged cloud35

fractions estimated from the whole-sky camera were also consistent with the36

ceilometer observations where the correlation coefficients with the sea ice37

region were 0.93 and 0.96 for JARE 55 and 56, respectively.38
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1. Introduction41

Clouds play an important role in the hydrological and energy cycles of42

the Earth’s climate system and they have opposite effects on the radiation43

budget: warming and cooling. Their magnitude depends on many cloud44

properties, such as amount, type, shape, horizontal and vertical distribu-45

tions. The large variety of cloud properties is one of the main sources of46

error for climate predictions (IPCC 2013). It is, therefore, important to47

determine the cloud behavior over the ocean which covers approximately48

70% of the Earth’s surface. However, observing cloud behavior in detail49

is not easy because of the cloud spatial and temporal variability. Further-50

more, there are not enough observation sites at the surface over the open51

ocean. Thus, shipboard observations are important for investigating mar-52

itime cloud behavior.53

Norris (1998) investigated the global frequency of individual low-level54

cloud types over the ocean during daytime summer and winter seasons over55

1954-1992 from synoptic surface cloud observations primarily made by vol-56

unteer ships. The study showed the seasonal climatology of June, July,57

and August as well as December, January, and February, based on 2◦ ×58
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2◦ monthly summaries from the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data59

Set (COADS). The COADS project have archived a long-term global data60

record of cloudiness encompassing more than a century of shipboard vi-61

sual observations. Despite this, observations around Antarctica are sparse62

compared with other regions (Woodruff et al. 1987). The cloudiness statis-63

tics from volunteer observation ships appeared to be moderate compared64

with oceanic weather stations, which suggests that visual observations were65

dependent on the observer experience (Norris 1998). Therefore, it is impor-66

tant to compare visual observations and optical measurements with onboard67

whole-sky camera and ceilometer observations.68

Furthermore, Lachlan-Cope (2010) pointed out that seasonal variations69

in cloud fractions observed from passive satellite observations and ground-70

based visual observations were out of phase at the South Pole. A comparison71

of the latitudinal variation in cloud fractions between satellite and visual72

observations was also performed, and the results were comparable to coastal73

and inland regions. However, few visual observations around Antarctica still74

hinder the comparison of cloud properties over the circumpolar Antarctic75

Ocean. The study also highlighted the isolation of Antarctica and the ex-76

treme nature of its climate accounts for the fact that the study of clouds in77

the region is less advanced than in many other regions of the world.78

According to an extended review on tropospheric clouds over Antarc-79
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tica by Bromwich (2012), necessary future studies should focus on remedy-80

ing the lack of data over the sea ice and/or the oceans. Equipping ships81

that routinely work within the Southern Ocean with more numerous and82

sophisticated radiation and cloud sensors could provide important data for83

determining how cloud properties vary according to the environment where84

they form and persist. Consistent cloud measurements over more varied85

surfaces coupled with (at a minimum) the complete radiative field would sig-86

nificantly contribute to radiative budget models, including potential cloud87

contributions to cryospheric melt.88

Protat et al. (2017) investigated radiation budget with the shipboard89

observation campaign for ten days at the Southern Ocean. They men-90

tioned that cloud treatment in the model simulation was important, but91

there are not enough observation sites even over land in the southern hemi-92

sphere compared to the northern hemisphere. Thus, satellite observations93

are important in the southern hemisphere. However, cloud fractions near94

the surface between active and passive sensor products are different to each95

other. Therefore, it is necessary to validate the cloud properties from satel-96

lite observation using shipboard surface observation.97

Accordingly, routine shipboard cloud observations over the sea ice or98

ocean regions between Japan and Antarctica will contribute to future in-99

vestigations of the global cloud radiation budget.100
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Clouds are one of the largest factors that affect the radiation budget101

over the sea surface. For example, shipboard measurements of shortwave102

radiation and cloud cover were simultaneously collected over the Atlantic103

Ocean in 2006 and 2007. Using automated and temporal high-resolution104

observations of the cloudy atmosphere, Kalisch and Macke (2008) tested105

and improved existing insolation parameterization. The ship tracks crossed106

many climate zones and spanned several seasons; thus, the observations cov-107

ered a wide variety of cloud, temperature and humidity conditions. They108

focused on the variation of short-term shortwave radiation with atmospheric109

characteristics caused by clouds. The conclusion that total cloud cover was110

the most important factor for shortwave radiation, was deduced from im-111

ages taken by a full sky imager without a shadow band, which is composed112

of commercially available standard components. They also found that their113

parameterization on cloud types significantly improved the standard devia-114

tion between calculated and measured shortwave fluxes for a broken cloud115

scheme.116

Cloud fraction is a primary parameter in model simulations, but it is117

necessary to validate any results with other instruments, such as satellite118

observations.119

Recently, it has been demonstrated that sea surface temperatures (SSTs)120

influence long-term global warming. Specifically, not only the SST value,121
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but also the pattern of SST is important to cloud feedbacks. Simulations122

and observations now show that changing SST patterns could affect cloudi-123

ness and thereby dampened warming (Mauritsen 2016; Zhou et al. 2016).124

Furthermore, artificial shifts caused by a change in satellite instruments125

could easily exceed the long-term trend (Mauritsen 2016; Norris and Evan126

2015). Therefore, satellite observations require validation that compares127

them to other shipboard observations, even though space-borne observa-128

tions are suitable to understand cloud climatology over the global ocean.129

Letu et al. (2014) validated cloud detection schemes with satellite re-130

mote sensing over land using a whole-sky camera and a similar method of131

image brightness and spectral contrast. They estimated error propagation132

caused by the cloud mask, and found that errors in the cloud mask signifi-133

cantly influence the monthly mean reflectance and brightness temperature134

for cloudy pixels. They demonstrated that a ground-based sky camera was135

complementary to satellite observations.136

Kuji et al. (2016) described an overview of an observation system with137

a whole-sky camera and ceilometer onboard the R/V Shirase. They showed138

initial results of spatiotemporal variations in cloud fractions between Aus-139

tralia and Antarctica during the Japan Antarctic Regional Expedition 55140

(JARE 55). Furthermore, they found that the cloud fractions from both141

observation methods were consistent and the cloud fractions were larger at142
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higher latitudes over the limited season and region.143

However, an accurate estimate of cloud fractions over a sea ice region144

remains a challenge. In this study, we made periodical shipboard observa-145

tions with a whole-sky camera and a ceilometer onboard R/V Shirase to146

investigate maritime cloud behavior between Japan and Antarctica over the147

Pacific Ocean.148

Thus, our objective was to investigate the variation in cloud fractions149

along the ship transect. We show observations and initial results from the150

dataset in terms of cloud fraction using a whole-sky camera. A previous151

study found that a constant classification parameter was sufficient for an152

open water region from previous study (Kuji et al. 2016). However, this153

parameter was determined as a function of sun elevation over a sea ice154

region, because higher surface albedo was usually observed owing to the155

presence of sea ice in higher latitudes near Antarctica. A validation of this156

was thus also performed using a ceilometer and visual observations onboard157

R/V Shirase over both open ocean and sea ice regions and, as a result, cloud158

fractions were described along the ship-tracks of JARE 55 and 56, both on159

the R/V Shirase.160
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2. Observations and collected data161

The fundamental specifications of the observations and data for JARE162

55 were described in Kuji et al. (2016). Shipboard observations and the163

analyzed data from JARE 55 and 56 are described further in this section.164

2.1 R/V Shirase expeditions165

The Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force operates the Japanese ice-166

breaker R/V Shirase (AGB-5003); its length and displacement of which are167

138 m and approximately 20,000 tons, respectively.168

The R/V Shirase conducts round-trip expeditions between Japan and169

Antarctica, with Fig. 1 showing the ship track during the annual Antarc-170

tic cruise. The ship traveled from Japan to Antarctica via the western171

coast of Australia and it returned past eastern Australia during JARE 55.172

Meanwhile, the ship took almost the same course via the western Australia173

for both the outgoing and returning tracks during JARE 56. The R/V174

Shirase observations took place between approximately 35◦N to 70◦S, and175

included the circumpolar sea ice region. This circumpolar coverage is one of176

the unique features of our shipboard observations and is comparable to the177

observations over approximately 60◦N to 60◦S in the Atlantic Ocean from178

Kalisch and Macke (2012).179

Table 1 summarizes the R/V Shirase cruises of JARE 55 and 56. The180
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shipboard observations were performed using a whole-sky camera and a181

ceilometer on board R/V Shirase (Kuji et al. 2016); the visual observation182

data were available only during JARE 56. The entire journey takes several183

months from November to March or April of the following year. The sea184

ice regions ranged around the Antarctic continent and the duration of the185

cruises were approximately 2 months in duration each. Hence, the number186

of observation events in the sea ice region is comparable to that of the way to187

or from Antarctica generally. One of the specific features with R/V Shirase188

cruises is that the ship travels both open ocean and sea ice regions with189

identical platform during a serial cruise for several months.190

2.2 Whole-sky camera191

The system mainly consists of a digital camera (NIKON D7000, NIKON192

Corporation) and a circular fisheye lens (4.5 mm F2.8 EX DC Circular193

Fisheye HSM, SIGMA Corporation) that photographs the whole sky. The194

observation interval was 5 min in duration. In total, we produced 32,503195

images from 8 November 2013 to 6 April 2014 (JARE 55) and 39,053 im-196

ages from 11 November 2014 to 1 April 2015 (JARE 56). The number of197

observation events for the sea ice region was 13,395 from 9 December 2013198

to 25 February 2014 (JARE 55) and 18,443 from 15 December 2014 to 17199

February 2015 (JARE 56) (Table 1). We note that the number of obser-200
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vation events for the sea ice region amounted to approximately half of the201

entire observations made on both JARE 55 and 56.202

Kuji et al. (2016) estimated the cloud fraction for the open ocean region203

between Australia and Antarctica using a whole-sky camera during JARE204

55 (November to December 2013). They found that the cloud fraction205

estimates between the whole-sky camera and the ceilometer were consistent206

with a correlation coefficient of 0.86.207

2.3 Ceilometer208

Feedbacks involving low-level clouds remain a primary cause of uncer-209

tainty in global climate model projections (Clement et al. 2009). The210

analysis of low-level clouds have provided observational evidence that this211

feedback is positive in the Northeast Pacific on decadal time scales.212

The cloud base height is also one of the controlling parameters of Earth’s213

radiation budget. For example, it has been recognized recently that a sig-214

nificant lack of clouds over the Southern Ocean is a serious problem in most215

climate models and causes huge biases in shortwave radiative flux, espe-216

cially in the summer months (Kawai et al. 2015; Trenberth and Fasullo217

2010). Abe et al. (2016) investigated it in the Arctic region using general218

circulation model MIROC5 in summer and fall during the period 1976-2005.219

They found that the decrease in sea ice in autumn led the increase in cloud220
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fraction and the increase of cloud base height.221

In this study, cloud based height data were utilized to derive temporal222

cloud fraction. The cloud base height is determined based on the return223

time of a laser beam (Vaisala CL51) (Vaisala 2010) with an observation224

interval of 36 s. We produced 270,314 profiles from 27 November 2013 to225

6 April 2014 (JARE 55) and 163,012 profiles from 11 November 2014 to 9226

February 2015 (JARE 56). From these profiles, we obtain up to three cloud227

base heights with the system software. The lowermost cloud base heights228

were analyzed in this study. The number of observation events for the sea229

ice region was 187,025 from 9 December 2013 to 25 February 2014 (JARE230

55) and 115,469 from 15 December 2014 to 9 February 2015 (JARE 56).231

We noted that this represents more than a half of the total in both JARE232

55 and 56.233

The cloud detection accuracy was investigated by Liu et al. (2015). They234

compared cloud bottom heights between two ceilometers (Vaisala CL31 and235

CL51) and an infrared cloud imager. They found that cloud base heights236

are consistent between the two types of ceilometers, but cloud base heights237

estimated with an infrared cloud imager may be influenced by the amount238

of water vapor and atmospheric temperature profiles.239
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2.4 Visual observation240

Visual observations of cloud amounts were also conducted every 1 h on-241

board the R/V Shirase by the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force, as242

one of the standard meteorological elements, such as weather, air tempera-243

ture, wind speed and direction. The cloud amount was compiled as an octa244

format from 0 to 8. The number of cloud amount data was 3,050 from 11245

November 2014 to 31 March 2015 (JARE 56), but no data are available for246

JARE 55. The number of observations for the sea ice region was 1,537 from247

15 December 2014 to 17 February 2015 (JARE 56), which represents more248

than half of the total observations.249

3. Analyses250

The cloud detection scheme for the whole-sky imagery is based on the sky251

index-brightness index (SI–BI) method (Yoshimura and Yamashita 2008)252

in principle, and improved for shipboard observations (Kuji et al. 2016).253

Based on the red, green and blue (RGB) features of the light spectrum in254

the whole-sky image, we defined the SI using Eq. (1), which is sensitive to255

sky color (i.e., blue or white). Furthermore, we also estimated the BI as256

sky brightness defined in Eq. (2).257
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SI =
Blue−Red

Blue+Red
, (1)

BI =
Red+Green+Blue

255× 3
, (2)

where Red, Green, and Blue are the digital numbers corresponding to the258

three colors of red, green, and blue, and those numbers range from 0 to 255;259

i.e., they are capable of expressing 256 levels.260

When we plot the SI–BI domain, there are generally two distinctive261

clusters corresponding to cloudy and clear sky pixels in the whole-sky image262

based on the visual examination. We thus specified a classification curve263

between the cloudy and clear sky clusters:264

BI = e−k×SI , (3)

where k is some coefficient, determined by the following processes.265

We know that we can fit the cloudy and clear sky clusters with the same266

exponential function as Eq. (3). We called them the cloudy and blue sky267

curves, and they had the coefficients kc and kb, respectively. Because the268

classification curve must lie between the cloudy and blue sky clusters in269

principle, we determined the coefficient k for the classification curve based270

on the coefficients kc and kb.271
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At first, we selected the data from 27 November 2013 14:00 UTC to 9272

December 2013 13:30 UTC from JARE 55 for analysis, which corresponded273

to the period after the ceilometer operation was initiated and before the274

R/V Shirase moved into the sea ice region (Kuji et al. 2016). In other275

words, we divided the open ocean and sea ice regions because the higher276

surface albedo from sea ice affects the sky brightness and spectral contrast.277

Furthermore, we chose the overcast images and fully clear sky images by278

visual examination. We then made the SI–BI diagram and performed curve279

fitting for the overcast or fully clear sky images to determine the exponential280

coefficients kc and kb, respectively.281

Figure 2a shows the scatter plot of the cloudy and fully clear sky coef-282

ficients over the open water region. We determined the coefficient k from283

Eq. (3) as follows:284

k =
kc,min + kb,max

2
, (4)

where kc,min and kb,max were estimated within 1 degree bin. The minimum of285

kc was 4.5 and the maximum of kb was 2.8. Therefore, we set the exponential286

coefficient k at a constant value of 3.7 for the open water region.287

Figure 2b shows the scatter plot of the cloudy and fully clear sky co-288

efficients within the sea ice region. It is clear that the coefficients highly289

depend on the sun elevation compared with the open ocean region. We es-290
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timated averages of the minimum of kc and the maximum of kb for each sun291

elevation with 1 degree bin and then performed a linear fitting to determine292

the classification coefficient k over the sea ice region:293

k = −0.038× η0 + 3.6 (10.0 ≤ η0 ≤ 44.6), (5)

where η0 is sun elevation (◦). It is noted that the valid range of sun elevation294

in Eq. (5) is between 10.0◦ and 44.6◦ in this study.295

We classified the pixels as cloud or clear sky based on Eq. (3) with the296

coefficient k from Eqs. (4) and (5) for the open water and sea ice regions,297

respectively. Finally, the cloud fraction CFcam (%) from the whole-sky298

camera was estimated as the fraction of cloudy Pixelscloudy to the whole299

sky Pixelstotal pixels:300

CFcam =
Pixelscloudy
Pixelstotal

× 100. (6)

The cloud fraction CFceil (%) from the ceilometer was defined as a fre-301

quency of cloud appearance for a given time bin (i.e., 5 min in this study);302

the ratio of cloudy Profilescloudy to total Profilestotal profiles:303

CFceil =
Profilescloudy
Profilestotal

× 100, (7)

where Profilescloudy means the number of cloudy profiles for which cloud304

bottom heights were detected and Profilestotal represents the number of305
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available profiles between ±2.5 min of the observation time of the whole-306

sky image.307

Finally, the cloud fraction CFvis (%) from visual observations was esti-308

mated from the cloud amount Nvis that ranged from 0 to 8:309

CFvis =
Nvis

8
× 100. (8)

4. Results310

Figure 3 shows the spatial variation of the cloud fraction retrieved with311

the whole-sky camera along the ship track during JARE 55 and 56. The312

plots represent every 6 h. There were some gaps in the series of plots because313

the analyses were performed when the sun elevation was higher than 10◦.314

We found that the cloud fraction is approximately 100% at latitudes higher315

than 40◦S while it is less at the middle and lower latitudes.316

From Figs. 3a and 3b, it appears that R/V Shirase traveled across317

the Southern Ocean (40 to 60◦S) along 110◦E from Australia to Antarctica318

during the outgoing cruises. In comparison, the ship tracks were along319

150◦E and 110◦E during the returning cruises across the Southern Ocean in320

Figs. 3a and 3c, respectively. The ship tracks during outgoing cruises were321

along 60◦S and then R/V Shirase was approaching Syowa station (69.0◦S322

39.6◦E) across Antarctic Sea (higher than 60◦S) during JARE 55 and 56.323
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R/V Shirase traveled from 40◦E to 110◦E across the Antarctic Sea during324

the returning cruise of JARE 55 in Fig. 3a, while it moved to 110◦E almost325

linearly during JARE 56 in Fig. 3c. It is found that the cloud fractions326

were even higher along 60◦S during JARE 55 and 56 across the Southern327

Ocean and the Antarctic Sea.328

The cloud fraction statistics from the whole-sky camera are shown in329

Table 2. The daily-averaged cloud fraction over the sea ice region was330

83.7% overall, while the open ocean was 53.1% and 57.4% for the outward331

and returning cruises, respectively, during JARE 55. In contrast, during332

JARE 56, the daily-averaged cloud fraction over the sea ice region was333

57.4%, which is lower (higher) than 65.9% (52.1%) along with the outward334

(returning) ship track over the open ocean.335

Kawai et al. (2015) investigated the cloud top height via the space-336

borne light detection and ranging (LIDAR) system based on 20-km mesh337

global monthly climatologies. They also investigated the cloud fraction338

over the Southern Ocean (0◦-360◦E, 45◦-60◦S) for the period 2007-2009.339

As a result, the low-level cloud fraction was 70% with higher value during340

austral summer, based on daytime observations (local time around 13:30)341

with the cloud-aerosol LIDAR and infrared pathfinder satellite observation342

(CALIPSO) systems (Winker et al. 2009). Our whole-sky cloud fraction343

was higher, which is a finding that is consistent with the tendency of higher344
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daytime cloud fractions observed by CALIPSO.345

Figure 4 also illustrates the spatial variation of the cloud fraction esti-346

mated from the ceilometer observations during JARE 55 and 56. The op-347

eration of the ceilometer started offshore the Fremantle, Australia in JARE348

55, while during JARE 56 it was halted after the start of return track in349

the sea ice region because the ceilometer was damaged during a severe bliz-350

zard. Therefore, there are no plots between Japan and Australia (Fig. 4a)351

and only a few plots (Fig. 4c). Except for operational difficulties, cloud352

fractions were continuously obtained every 6 h from the cloud base height353

measurements, which were taken every 36 s.354

The spatial distribution of cloud fractions estimated from the ceilometer355

are similar to the whole-sky camera (Fig. 3). It is clearly seen that the cloud356

fraction was particularly higher in latitudes greater than 40◦S. However, the357

cloud fractions was lower between 20◦N and 20◦S in the tropical region (Figs.358

3a and 3b).359

The cloud fraction statistics from the ceilometer are shown in Table360

2. The daily-averaged cloud fraction over the sea ice region was 80.2%,361

while over the open ocean it was 85.2% and 57.6% for the outward and362

returning cruises, respectively, for JARE 55. It is found that the cloud363

fractions from the whole-sky camera and the ceilometer observations were364

consistent to each other within several percents for sea ice and returning365
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cruises. However, they were different by more than 30% along outward366

track during JARE 55. This discrepancy is attributable to the ship track367

of the two measurements. Because the operation of the ceilometer started368

from Australia (Fig. 4a), the observation was deficit between Japan and369

Australia where the cloud fraction was smaller than that over the Southern370

Ocean. During JARE 56, the daily-averaged cloud fraction over the sea ice371

region was 50.5%, which is less than the 63.6% estimated during the outward372

cruise over the open ocean. The cloud fractions from the ceilometer were373

consistent to those from the whole-sky camera within several percents for374

outgoing and sea ice cruises.375

Figure 5 shows the spatial variations of the cloud fraction observed vi-376

sually shipboard during JARE 56, which is similar to the general cloud377

fraction distribution obtained by the other mechanical sensors. The cloud378

fraction ranged between 20% and 80%, as a whole. Compared with the cloud379

fraction estimates obtained from the whole-sky camera and the ceilometer,380

human observation was moderate, i.e., the upper (lower) values of the cloud381

fraction were less (more) than those from the mechanical sensors. This382

tendency is also highlighted by Norris (1998), who investigated the global383

cloud amount from ship observations over several years.384

The cloud fraction statistics from the visual observations are shown in385

Table 2. Overall, the daily-averaged cloud fraction over the sea ice region386
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was 59.5%, while those over the open ocean were 69.8% and 60.9% for the387

outward and returning cruises, respectively, of JARE 56. It is found that388

the cloud fractions by visual observation was overestimated by several per-389

cents compared to the other mechanical sensors during JARE 56. Further,390

the standard deviation is approximately 30%, which is smaller by around391

10% than those of the whole-sky camera and ceilometer observations. The392

difference clearly supports the tendency by human observation.393

5. Discussion394

Figure 6 illustrates the temporal variations of the daily-averaged cloud395

fraction from the whole-sky camera, ceilometer, and visual observations396

during JARE 55 and 56.397

Figure 6a is a time series of the cloud fraction from whole-sky camera and398

ceilometer observations during JARE 55. In this figure, the cloud fraction399

from the whole-sky camera was estimated using Eq. (3) with the constant400

coefficient k = 3.7. The cloud fraction in Fig. 6b corresponds to the401

coefficient that depends on sun elevation with Eq. (5). Comparing both402

Figs. 6a and 6b, the variations in cloud fractions from the whole-sky camera403

(red markers) and the ceilometer (blue markers) are more consistent in Fig.404

6b over the sea ice region. The cloud fraction from the whole-sky camera405

greatly improved by approximately several ten percents with Eq. (5) in Fig.406
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6b compared to the constant coefficient in Fig. 6a over the sea ice region in407

particular.408

Figure 6c shows the temporal variation of the daily-averaged cloud frac-409

tions from the whole-sky camera, ceilometer, and visual observations during410

JARE 56. The cloud fraction from the whole-sky camera was estimated us-411

ing Eq. (5) over the sea ice region. We found that the three kinds of cloud412

fraction estimates were consistent generally, even though no ceilometer data413

were available during the returning cruise from Antarctica to Japan during414

JARE 56.415

Figure 7 shows the scatter plots of daily-averaged cloud fractions be-416

tween whole-sky camera and ceilometer for open ocean and sea ice regions417

during JARE 55 and 56 in Figs. 6b and 6c, respectively. All the regression418

lines lie almost along the one-to-one lines in Fig. 7. The plots during JARE419

55 are more scattering than those during JARE 56. Further the plots in420

red of cloud fraction over open ocean also lie with wider range than those421

in blue over sea ice region. These tendencies could be confirmed with the422

root mean square errors (RMSEs) summarized in Table 3: the RMSE over423

sea ice region is 9.3 (9.1) and that is also better than 13.9 (12.1) over open424

ocean during JARE 55 (JARE 56). Further, the correlation coefficient over425

sea ice region is 0.93 (0.96) and that is higher than 0.87 (0.93) over open426

ocean during JARE 55 (JARE 56). The correlation coefficient over total427
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regions is 0.90 (0.95) during JARE 55 (JARE 56).428

Even though cloud fractions were influenced by weather conditions where429

R/V Shirase conducted observations, one of the reasons for the difference in430

cloud fractions between open ocean and sea ice regions may be attributed431

to the spatial distribution of the clouds. When clouds appeared without432

a zenith direction, for example, the ceilometer might miss it because the433

ceilometer inherently observes zenith direction only. Hence, the difference434

in cloud fractions possibly suggested that the dominant cloud type was435

different between open ocean and sea ice regions.436

In terms of the visual observations, the correlation coefficients were 0.91,437

0.92, and 0.92 for the open ocean, sea ice, and total regions, during JARE438

56. The correlation coefficients to visual observation were comparable with,439

but a little bit smaller than those to the ceilometer observation.440

One of the reasons why the correlation of the whole-sky camera to vi-441

sual observations was high is possibly related to the observation field of442

view. The whole-sky camera observes the sky with a zenith angle up to 90◦443

whereas the observed image was analyzed with a zenith angle up to 70◦. By444

trimming the edge of the images, we suppressed the influence of sea surface445

contamination on the images because the ship fluctuation was up to 20◦.446

The ceilometer observed only the zenith direction, while visual observations447

cover a zenith angle up to 90◦. The field of view for visual observations was448
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similar to the whole-sky camera.449

The fact that the cloud fractions differ from the field of view suggests the450

importance of cloud type. The dataset for the visual observations provides451

only the cloud fraction estimate, while the whole-sky camera compiles a two-452

dimensional image; thus the whole-sky camera has the potential to detect453

cloud type. Heinle et al. (2010) estimated the cloud fraction for each cloud454

type as part of a radiation budget study over the Atlantic Ocean. Cloud455

type classification using whole-sky camera observation is one of the future456

areas of research for subsequent cruises onboard R/V Shirase.457

The RMSEs are also almost identical for both open ocean and sea ice458

regions in Table 3. This indicates that the visual observation automatically459

took into consideration on whether the surface condition was open ocean460

or sea ice region, and that the analysis of whole-sky camera data well cor-461

responds to the surface condition. Comparing the ceilometer and visual462

observations during JARE 56, it is found that the RMSEs of the visual ob-463

servation were larger than those of the ceilometer. The fact again supports464

the issue that the cloud fraction observed by human has tendency to be465

moderate compared to the mechanical sensors (Norris 1998).466

As mentioned by Bromwich et al. (2012), cloud observations over sea467

ice regions remain challenging. Shipboard observations have certain advan-468

tages over satellites because the crew can precisely identify the sea surface469
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conditions, such as whether one is in an open ocean or sea ice region. The470

periodical shipboard observations are suitable platforms to investigate cloud471

climatology over sea ice regions as well as the open ocean.472

Cloud occurrences for the higher latitudes over polar regions are one473

of the important products from active orbital observations because pas-474

sive space-borne observations are impeded by the similarity of clouds and475

the underlying snow/ice surface, which have higher albedo and lower tem-476

peratures. Cloud properties using space-borne active remote sensing with477

CloudSat and CALIPSO were investigated for approximately 4 years be-478

tween June 2006 and May 2010 over the southern high latitudes poleward479

of 60◦S (Adhikari et al. 2012). That study performed a sector analysis480

for Antarctic seas, the Antarctic Plateau, and coastal regions in terms of481

cloud cover, cloud top and bottom heights, and microphysics. They found482

that low-level cloud occurrence was higher in summer over the circumpo-483

lar sea region because heat and moisture were transported from the sea to484

the atmosphere as the sea ice shrank. Even though the active sensors are485

useful for cloud detection over Antarctica, performing validation studies us-486

ing ground-based observations is still encouraged, particularly for low-level487

cloud systems.488

The shipboard observation is expected to validate cloud fraction from489

geostationary satellite observation in future. For example, the Japan Me-490
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teorological Agency has operated the geostationary meteorological satellite491

Himawari-8 from 7 July 2015 (Bessho et al. 2016). Himawari-8 carries the492

Advanced Himawari Imager, which observes the Earth and its atmosphere,493

covering the western Pacific Ocean every 10 min for a full disk from geosta-494

tionary orbit at 140.7◦E. The cloud mask, also known as, cloud occurrence,495

is also obtained from the operation of Himawari-8. The cloud mask de-496

tection accuracy was 85% over the sea region, based on a validation study497

spanning two weeks in each of the four seasons. The whole-sky camera498

observations onboard the R/V Shirase are higher frequency with measure-499

ments every 5 min. Most of the R/V Shirase’s ship tracks were covered500

with Himawari-8. The cloud fraction derived from R/V Shirase data in this501

study will contribute to the validation of the observations from Himawari-8502

in the future.503

6. Summary504

Shipboard cloud observations were performed to investigate the cloud505

fractions using a whole-sky camera and a ceilometer on board the R/V506

Shirase, traveling between Japan and Antarctica from November 2013 to507

April 2014 (JARE 55) and November 2014 to April 2015 (JARE 56).508

The daily-averaged cloud fractions ranged from 52% to 66% with the509

whole-sky camera and from 58% to 85% from ceilometer estimates for the510
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open ocean during JARE 55 and JARE 56. We found that cloud fractions511

were generally larger in latitudes higher than 40◦S, in particular, compared512

with the lower latitudes.513

Furthermore, we analyzed the whole-sky camera data over the sea ice514

region in addition to the open ocean. The classification curve is expressed515

as a function of solar elevation over the sea ice region, while a constant516

parameter is applicable over open water. As a result, we found that the517

cloud fractions over the sea ice region were 84% and 57% during JARE 55518

and 56, respectively.519

The cloud fractions estimated from the whole-sky camera were consistent520

with the ceilometer and visual observations for both the open ocean and521

sea ice regions during JARE 55 and 56; the correlation coefficients were522

approximately 0.9 overall.523

However, there still exists a discrepancy of cloud fraction estimates from524

whole-sky camera, ceilometer, and visual observations because of their field525

of view differences. This suggests that cloud type, which was not consid-526

ered in this particular study, could allow us to improve the cloud fraction527

estimates because the cloud fractions are dependent on the cloud field (e.g.,528

stratus or broken).529

It is likely that a combination of whole-sky camera and ceilometer data530

could provide cloud fractions for each cloud type, which is one of the future531
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tasks and a research area where we will continue shipboard observations.532

Finally, Yoshimura and Yamashita (2013) attempted to compare ground-533

based cloud detection with satellite observations directly from the moderate534

resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) 250-m imagery. Thus, con-535

tinued cloud fraction estimates made onboard the R/V Shirase will also help536

validate satellite observations as well as whole-sky camera observations at537

Syowa station on the Antarctic coast.538

Supplement539

Supplement contains maps of cloud base heights from the ceilometer dur-540

ing JARE 55 and 56; maps of cloud fractions from the whole-sky camera,541

ceilometer, and visual observations around sea ice regions during JARE 55542

and 56.543
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Ship track between Japan and Antarctica from (a) November 2013
to April 2014 (JARE 55) and (b) November 2014 to April 2015 (JARE
56). R/V Shirase travels anticlockwise. Red, blue, and green plots
correspond to the track to Antarctica, within the sea ice region, and
the return to Japan. The Syowa station is at 69.0◦S and 39.6◦E.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Scatter plots of coefficients k vs. sun elevation (◦) where kc and
kb indicate cloudy (gray) and clear sky (light blue) pixels, respectively,
over (a) open water and (b) sea ice regions during JARE 55. The red
lines are the classification coefficients from Eqs. (4) and (5). Note that
the valid range of sun elevation in Eq. (5) is between 10.0◦ and 44.6◦

over sea ice region in this study.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Cloud fractions estimated from the whole-sky camera every 6 h along
the ship tracks of (a) JARE 55, (b) JARE 56 from Japan to Antarctica,
and (c) JARE 56 from Antarctica to Japan.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Cloud fractions estimated from the ceilometer. Note that the
ceilometer observations started offshore Fremantle, Australia during
JARE 55. We also note that the operation of the ceilometer ceased
after the start of the return cruise from Antarctica to Japan during
JARE 56.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Cloud fractions estimated from visual observations during JARE 56
only.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Temporal variation of daily-averaged cloud fractions. (a) JARE 55
with k=3.7 from Eq. (4), (b) same as (a), but taking solar elevation
into the coefficient k from Eq. (5), and (c) same as (b) but for JARE
56. Red, blue, and green plots correspond to the whole-sky camera,
the ceilometer, and visual observations, respectively. Note that visual
observation data were not available for JARE 55 in (a) and (b). The
observation data were not available with the whole-sky camera from
10 January to 10 February 2014 for JARE 55 nor with the ceilometer
from 21 to 27 December 2014 for JARE 56.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Scatter plots of daily-averaged cloud fractions between the whole-sky
camera and ceilometer (a) JARE 55 and (b) JARE 56. Red and blue
correspond to open ocean and sea ice regions, respectively. Solid and
dashed lines are regression and one-to-one, respectively. The regression
lines are (a) y = 0.82x+9.07 and y = 0.91x+10.77, (b) y = 0.93x+3.79
and y = 0.89x+ 10.39 for open ocean and sea ice regions, respectively.
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Table 1. Summary of the observational period from the R/V Shirase cruise
during the Japan Antarctic Regional Expeditions 55 and 56 (JARE
55 and 56). The observation events indicate the number of images
and profiles obtained using the whole-sky camera and the ceilometer,
respectively, as well as visual observations. No data are available from
visual observations during JARE 55 and most ceilometer profiles are
not available during the cruise from Antarctica on JARE 56.

JARE 55 JARE 56
Cruise Observation period Events Observation period Events

Whole-sky camera Whole-sky camera
To Antarctica 08 Nov. 2013 - 04 Jan. 2014 16554 11 Nov. 2014 - 12 Jan. 2015 20390

From Antarctica 10 Feb. - 06 Apr. 2014 15949 27 Jan. 2015 - 01 Apr. 2015 18663
Sea ice 09 Dec. 2013 - 25 Feb. 2014 13395 15 Dec. 2014 - 17 Feb. 2015 18443

Ceilometer Ceilometer
To Antarctica 27 Nov. 2013 - 04 Jan. 2014 91109 11 Nov. 2014 - 12 Jan. 2015 131802

From Antarctica 22 Jan. - 06 Apr. 2014 179205 27 Jan. 2015 - 09 Feb. 2015 31210
Sea ice 09 Dec. 2013 - 25 Feb. 2014 187025 15 Dec. 2014 - 09 Feb. 2015 115469

Visual Visual
To Antarctica — — 11 Nov. 2014 - 12 Jan. 2015 1512

From Antarctica — — 27 Jan. 2015 - 31 Mar. 2015 1538
Sea ice — — 15 Dec. 2014 - 17 Feb. 2015 1537
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Table 2. Average and standard deviation of the daily-averaged cloud frac-
tions from the whole-sky camera, ceilometer, and visual observations.
The number of analyzed data is shown in parentheses. The ship tracks
of outward, sea ice, and returning cruises correspond to the red, blue,
and green plots in Fig. 1, respectively.

Whole-sky camera JARE 55 JARE 56
Outward 53.1±42.1 (4522) 65.9±40.0 (4937)
Sea ice 83.7±32.0 (8671) 57.4±42.1 (12006)

Returning 57.4±41.0 (5146) 52.1±42.5 (5665)
Ceilometer
Outward 85.2±32.4 (3283) 63.6±45.2 (9792)
Sea ice 80.2±38.8 (22752) 50.5±48.6 (13882)

Returning 57.6±45.8 (11520) —
Visual

Outward — 69.8±28.2 (657)
Sea ice — 59.5±32.4 (1527)

Returning — 60.9±30.8 (803)
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Table 3. Statistics of daily-averaged cloud fractions between whole-sky cam-
era and other observations: Correlation coefficient (R2), root mean
square error (RMSE), and number of data (N).

Observation Region JARE 55 JARE 56
R2 RMSE N R2 RMSE N

Ceilometer Open ocean 0.87 13.9 52 0.93 12.1 29∗

Sea ice 0.93 9.3 47 0.96 9.1 49∗

Total 0.90 12.6 99 0.95 10.5 78∗

Visual Open ocean — — — 0.91 12.4 57
Sea ice — — — 0.92 12.4 65
Total — — — 0.92 12.5 122

∗Mainly for its way from Japan to Syowa Station, Antarctica. See Figs. 4b
and 4c.
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